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Abstract. An elementary system of axioms was given by F. W. Lawvere for the

category of sets and mappings. The purpose of this paper is to provide a finite

number of elementary axioms for the category of topological spaces and continuous

mappings and to prove that any model of these axioms is equivalent to " the category

of topological spaces" constructed over some model of Lawvere's axioms. Further-

more, we prove that any complete category, model of the given axioms is equivalent

to the category of topological spaces.

1. Introduction. We shall list a finite number of elementary axioms which hold

in the category T of topological spaces and continuous mappings. It will be shown

that any model of the given elementary axioms is equivalent to "the category of

topological spaces" constructed over some model of Lawvere's axioms [8].

In addition to the above result, which is of purely elementary character, we prove

that any complete category, model of the author's axioms is equivalent to T.

This is an analogue for T of Lawvere's result for the category of sets [8].

Apart from providing a characterization of the category of topological spaces

and continuous mappings (in the sense mentioned above), the set of elementary

axioms could be used in principle for developing topology independently of any

set-theoretical foundation.

In order to state the axioms we use the language of category theory. The de-

finition of an abstract category in the sense of Eilenberg-Maclane [2] can be

formalized [9] in a language with one sort of variable symbols (the mappings), two

unary function symbols (domain and codomain) and one ternary relation symbol

(composition). The axioms which form this definition are all elementary, i.e. all

quantifiers range over individual variables.

The axioms for T are stated in the language of category theory augmented by an

individual constant o which makes it possible to define the notion of "open

subspace".
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All but one of the elementary axioms are simple properties of T. The last ele-

mentary axiom is more complex in character. Intuitively it says that for every set

and interior operation on it there exists an object in the category which "corre-

sponds" to it. When this axiom is deleted a full imbedding into the category of

topological spaces is still obtained.

The author wishes to thank Professor J. Lambek and also B. Rattray for help

and constant encouragement. Special thanks are due to F. W. Lawvere for enlighten-

ing comments, suggestions and stimulating conversations. Thanks are also due to

the referee for suggestions.

2. Notation and terminology. We shall use the notation of Lawvere. Objects,

i.e. maps which are also domains or codomains will be denoted by capital letters.

Al^.B stands for: "/is a map whose domain is,4 and whose codomain is £".

The result of the composition of the maps A1^. Band £^> C will be denoted by fig.

The notations(2) k = Eq (/ g) and q = Coeq (/, g) mean respectively k is an equalizer

and q is a coequalizer of/with g. A = AX + A2, A = AxxA2 mean respectively that

there exist injections ix, i2 and projections px, p2 such that A, ix, i2 form a sum and

A, px, Pi form a product of Ax and A2. The map into AxxA2 determined by

Xl^. Ax and X±>. A2 will be denoted by </, g}. A map which is an equalizer

(coequalizer) of a pair of mappings is called a regular monomorphism (regular

epimorphism). An object £ is projective if and only if for every epimorphism

Al^B and map P i^B, there exists a map £^> A such that g = hfi. An object G

is a generator if for every pair of maps A-L^B, A±>B such that /^ g there exists

a map G A> A such that hf+ hg.

By a complete category we mean a category which has small limits and colimits.

The category of sets and functions will be denoted by S and the category of

topological spaces and continuous mappings by T.

3. An elementary theory of the category of topological spaces. In this section

we state the elementary axioms for T and we prove some theorems of the resulting

elementary theory.

The first group of axioms is formed by those which define an abstract category.

We may refer to the conjunction of these axioms as Axiom 0.

Another group is a fragment of Lawvere's elementary system for the category

of sets [8].

Axiom 1. There exists a unique initial and a terminal object; every pair of

objects has a product and a sum ; every pair of mappings has an equalizer and a

coequalizer.

We shall denote by 0 the initial object.

The above axiom implies the existence of pull-backs and push-outs. Also, for

every mapping Al^. B we can carry out the following construction :

(2) The equality here is actually an abuse of language.
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K -£->■ Ax A ==t A -t+ B Z=î B+B -^* K*
PZ \ f Î2

n   /«'
er'

where k = Eq (p,./, p2f) ;k* = Coeq (//i,//2) ; q=Coeq (Arpj, fcp2) ; 9* = Eq (ijfe*, z'2Ä:*) ;

and n is the unique mapping for which the above diagram is commutative.

The mappings q, q* are called respectively, the regular coimage of /and the

regular image off. We write g = Coim/and <7* = Im/

For expository purposes we shall make two temporary assumptions.

Assumption 1. There exists a unique terminal object which we denote by 1.

Definition 1. x is an element of A, or x e A, if and only if 1 ü> A.

Assumption 2. There exists an object with more than one element.

Corollary. 0 has no element.

Axiom 2. The object 1 is a projective generator.

The fact that 1 is projective means that the epimorphisms are onto mappings

and this holds in T.

The following proposition is an immediate consequence of Axiom 2.

Proposition 1. Let f be a mapping with domain A and codomain B. Then:

(i) fis an epimorphism if and only iff is surjective, i.e. for every x e B there exists

y e A such that yf=x.

(ii) fis a monomorphism if and only if fis injective, i.e. for every pair of elements

x,y of A such that x^y, we have xfj^yf.

Definition 2. A mapping/is a bijection if and only if it is both an epimorphism

and a monomorphism.

Definition 3. A mapping A A+B is called a constant mapping if there exists

ueB such that Al^B=A—>l^B.

Axiom 3. Every element of a sum A + B can be factored through one of the

injections iA, iB i.e. if x e A + B there exists a map t such that x = tiA or x = tiB.

Definition 4. 2 = 1 + 1.

The following propositions are immediate consequences of the axioms and

assumptions.

Proposition 2. The two injections 1 1°> 2 and l!l>2 are different and they are

the only elements of 2.

Proposition 3. If x e A + B, then x cannot be factored through both injections iA

and iB, i.e. at most one of the equations x=tiA and x=tiB has a solution t.

The next group of axioms involve the notion of discrete space which we define

as follows :
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Definition 5. An object A is called a discrete space if for every x e A there

exists a mapping A íí> 2 such that for every y e A, y^x, we have xfx=£yfx.

Clearly the objects 0, 1 are discrete spaces. Also 2 is discrete since 2 has only two

elements and the identity on 2 satisfies the property off in the above definition for

each one of them.

The following weaker form of the axiom of choice used by Lawvere for S clearly

holds in T.

Axiom 4. For every map Al^B such that A # 0 and £ is a discrete space, there

exists a map g such that fgfi=f.

Proposition 4. Every nonzero object A has elements and the mapping A 1^.1 is

an epimorphism.

Proposition 5. If A and B are discrete and Al^B is a bijection then fi is an

isomorphism.

Proof. If A=0, by Proposition 4, £ = 0 since/is an epimorphism. If /1#0, by

Axiom 4 there is a g such that fgf=f and since/is a bijection/g = A and gf=B.

Axiom 5. For every object A, there exists a discrete space \A\ together with a

mapping MI^/4 such that for every discrete space B and mapping Bl^A,

there exists a unique mapping h for which the diagram below is commutative.

Ml -**- A

£

|^| is defined up to isomorphism and the operation | | is functorial. (The

mapping \A\ ̂  A is a reflection [9] of A into the discrete spaces, and the functor

| is an adjoint of the inclusion functor.)

If A is a discrete space, the mapping A satisfies the property of tA in the above

axiom and hence we write \A\=A = tA.

Proposition 6. The mapping \A\tff>A is a bijection.

Proof. By Proposition 2, in order to show that tA is a monomorphism, it is

sufficient to prove that for every pair x, y of elements of A such that xtA=ytA,

we have x=y. This follows from Axiom 5 since 1 is discrete and hence the mapping

xtA i=ytA) must factor uniquely through tA. tA is also an epimorphism. This

follows from Proposition 1, the fact that 1 is discrete and Axiom 5.

Corollary. The functor \ \ is faithful, i.e. for every pair of mappings A £=► B,

A±>B such that \f\ = \g\, we havefi=-g.

Proof. If l/l = \g\, then /,,/= |/|?B= \g\fB = tAg and since tA is an epimorphism,

f=g-
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Proposition 7. A mapping fis a monomorphism (epimorphism) if and only if \f\

is a monomorphism (epimorphism).

Proof. Since | | is faithful, it reflects monomorphisms and epimorphisms, i.e.

if l/l is mono (epi) then so is/ Since | | is a right adjoint functor, it must preserve

monomorphisms. This follows from the fact that a right adjoint functor preserves

pull-back diagrams and/is a monomorphism if and only if the diagram below is a

pull-back.

A    ,

¿*   <
A B

It remains to show that | | preserves epimorphisms. Suppose/is an epimorphism.

By Proposition 2, in order to show that |/| is epi it will suffice to prove that |/|

is surjective. Both tA and/are surjective and hence for every ye \B\, there exists

xe|/i| such that xtAf=ytBe B. Therefore x\f\tB=xtAf=ytB and since tB is a

monomorphism x|/| =y.    Q.E.D.

Corollary. For every discrete space D and bijection DA+ A we have d= tA.

Proof. Since D is discrete, D=|D|=rD and hence D]^. \A\. The above prop-

osition together with the fact that d is a bijection implies that \d\ is a bijection.

But D and \A\ are discrete and hence by Proposition 5, \d\ is an isomorphism.

Q.E.D.
In the following theorem we study some properties of the discrete spaces.

Theorem 1. (a) If A i> B is a monomorphism and B is discrete, then A is discrete.

(b) If A and B are discrete, then A+B is discrete.

(c) If BJL> Q is a regular epimorphism and B is discrete, then Q is discrete.

Proof, (a) Suppose xe A and consider u=xm. Then ueB and since B is discrete,

there exists a mapping Äii>2 such that for every veB, v^u we have vfiu^ufu.

Let fx = mfxl. If ye A and j>#x, since m is a monomorphism, we have ym^xm

( = u) and hence yfx=ymfu^xmfu = xfx.   Q.E.D.

(b) Since A and B are discrete, we have A = \A\=tA, B=\B\ = tB. Consider the

pair |/1+5|, tA+B defined by Axiom 5.

Since A + B is a sum, there exists a unique mapping A + BA+ \A + B\ such that
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íáu—\>a\, íb"=|'b| and hence iAutA + B = iA, iButA+B = iB. Therefore, utA+B = A + B

which implies that u is a monomorphism. By (a) since |/1 + £| is discrete, we have

that ^4 + £ is discrete,

(c) Suppose

/
h = Coeq (/, g) where A_£ B.

g

Since B is discrete, by Axiom 6 there exists a unique mapping q for which the

diagram below is commutative.

q\   A
B

Then fiqtQ=fh=gh=gqtQ and since tQ is a monomorphism it follows that fiq=gq.

This implies the existence of a unique mapping Q^. \Q\ suchthat hu =q. Therefore,

hutQ=qtQ = h and since h is an epimorphism utQ= Q. It follows that m is a mono-

morphism and since \Q\ is discrete, by (a), Q is discrete.    Q.E.D.

Our next axiom refers to function spaces. Given topological spaces A and £,

a topology on the set CiA, £) of continuous mappings from A to B is called suitable

[13], if for every topological space X, a function Y£> CÍA, B) is continuous if

and only if the function

Axfi                        e
A x X--> A x CiA, B)-► £

is continuous, e being the evaluation mapping i.e. for every ae A and g e CÍA, B),

eia, g)=gia). There does not always exist a suitable topology on CÍA, B) [13],

[1], [3]. If A is a locally compact Hausdorff space, then the compact open topology

on CiA, B) is suitable. This follows immediately [13] by using results of Ahrens

and Fox [1], [3]. In particular if A is a discrete space, there exists a suitable

topology on CiA, B) and hence the following axiom holds in T.

Axiom 6. For every discrete space A and object B, there exists an object BA

and a mapping A x BA±> B (called evaluation) such that for every object X and

mapping A x Xl^. B there exists a unique mapping XJ^ BA such that the diagram

below is commutative.

A x BA -g— £

We shall denote by /* the unique mapping for which the following diagram

commutes.
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Axl-

Axfi*\
+

AxBA

-* A

f

B

The operation BA is functorial and if Ax, A2 are discrete spaces, A2±\ Ax,

BXA+ B2 and Ax-ï> 5i then u*g' = (/wg)*.

The following property is a consequence of the above axiom and the preservation

properties of adjoint functors.

Proposition 8. If A is discrete then Ax(B+C)^AxB+AxC and (BxC)A

^BAxCA.

In particular 2x2 = 2x(l + l) = 2 + 2 and the two injections are 2 = 2x1 2x'°>

2x2 and 2 = 2x1 2xil > 2x2, i0, /». being the injections into 2.

We denote by A the map which makes the diagram below commutative(3).

Proposition 9. The product of two discrete spaces is discrete.

Proof. If x £ A x B then x = <a, b} for some ae A and be B. If A and B are

discrete spaces then there exists mappings Af_^_2 and B[^2 separating a in A

and b in B. We may assume afia = ix=bfib. Then the map

<fia,fib}A
AxB^—L-„2

separates x in A x B, i.e. iffx = ifa,fbyA then for every _>> e A x B, y^x we have

xfix¥=yfix.

Axiom 7 (Lawvere's axiom of infinity). There exists an object N together with

mappings 1 A+. N and NA+ N such that for every mapping 1 ï2> X and XA+ X

there exists a unique x making the diagram below commutative.

N-
l

N

^X-^X

(3) (A corresponds to the truth-table of the conjuction.)
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Proposition 10. The object N is discrete.

Proof. We apply Axiom 7 to Y=|N|, r=|s| and x0 = |z|. We obtain xtN = N

and hence, by Theorem 1(a), N is discrete.

Theorem Schema. If 0 is a theorem of the elementary theory of the category

of sets [8] and O is obtained from <I> by replacing "object" with "discrete object",

then O is a theorem in our system.

Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem for the case O is an axiom. In the case of

Axiom 1 this follows from Theorem 1 and the fact that the functor | |, being a

right adjoint, preserves products and equalizers. In the case of the axiom of

exponentiation, if A and B are discrete spaces and e, BA are given by Axiom 6, then

|e| and \BA\ satisfy the universal property for discrete spaces X. This follows by

applying | | to the diagram in Axiom 6 and remarking that tAxX = Ax X since by

Proposition 9, A x X is discrete. The fact is clear for all the remaining axioms.

For the development of our theory we shall need the following propositions

obtained from the above schema.

Proposition 11. Iff is a mapping with discrete domain and codomain andf=qhq*

is the standard factorization off, then h is an isomorphism.

The above proposition follows from the theorem schema by taking <P to be the

factorization theorem in Lawvere's system and observing that q and q* are actually

the regular discrete coimage, respectively image off.

Proposition 12. Every monomorphism A^. D into a discrete space D has a

complement, i.e. there exists a monomorphism A' ^ D such that D, m, m' form a sum.

Moreover m has a characteristic function D *m  2, i.e. m = Eq ifm, D—> 1 jj^, 2)(4).

In Ja subspace of a topological space (A', f) is a topological space iA, rA) where

A is a subset of X and rA is the topology induced by t on A. The inclusion mapping i

is continuous and clearly the map iA, rA)l+iX, r) is a monomorphism in T.

Hence, to every subspace of (A", r) we can associate a monomorphism defined on it

and with codomain iX, r). Not every monomorphism into (Y, t) has as domain a

subspace (or a space isomorphic to a subspace) of (X, r). For example consider the

space iA, 8) where S is the discrete topology on A. If we denote by j the inclusion

map AçX, thenj is continuous, the map iA, 8)1+ (Y, f) is a monomorphism in J

but iA, 8) is not necessarily a subspace of iX, f). This shows that the notion of

monomorphism is not restrictive .enough to define "subspace" in our system. The

notion which appears to be suitable for this purpose is that of extremal mono-

morphism and was introduced by Isbell [5].

Definition 6 (Isbell). A monomorphism/is called extremal if for every factori-

zation f=em where e is an epimorphism and m a monomorphism, e must be an

isomorphism.

to

(4) Assuming that a fixed labelling of the injections into 2 has been chosen, i.e. 1ZC 2.
ii
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It can easily be seen that in T the monomorphisms associated with subspaces

are extremal and every domain of an extremal monomorphism is isomorphic to a

subspace.

The following proposition holds in every category [5].

Proposition 13. A regular monomorphism is extremal.

The converse of this proposition also holds in T. Indeed, if X ^ Y is an extremal

monomorphism in T, then m^m(x)L> Y where i is the inclusion. Clearly i=

Eq (<f>, i/i) where Yrt> J and 7-*> J, J being the space with two points 0, 1 and two

open sets, c\> the characteristic function of m(x) and </>(>>) = 1 for all y e Y. Hence, in

T, the notions of regular monomorphism and extremal monomorphism coincide.

This justifies the following definition.

Definition 7. A mapping a is a subspace of an object X, written a^X, if a is a

regular monomorphism whose codomain is X.

Clearly X, 0 -*■ X and every x e X are subspaces of X. Also for every discrete

space D and monomorphism A i> D, m is a subspace of D.

Definition 8. A mapping a is a subspace of a mapping b, written a^b, if a and

b have the same codomain X, a^X,b=X and there exists a mapping n such that

the diagram below commutes.

B    h

h\       X

A^

The use of £ for a more general situation creates no ambiguity. If asé and a

is an element we write aeb.

Definition 9. If aç X, ¿s X and the diagram below is a pull-back diagram,

A
ty   n^

p x

then the mapping ua ( = vb) is called the intersection of a with b and is denoted by

anb.

The following theorem holds in any category with finite products and equalizers.

Theorem 2. The intersection of two regular monomorphisms is a regular mono-

morphism. In fact, ifia = Eq (ax, a2) and b = Eq (bit b2) then

a n b = Eq «a»., b{), <a2, b2)).

Proof. Suppose a = Eq (alt a2) and ¿> = Eq (bx, b2) and consider

k = Eq ((ax, bx}, <a2, b2)).

We shall prove that k=a<~\b.
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For this we need two mappings u and v such that u, v, a, b form a pull-back

diagram and k = ua. Let fx = (ax, bf) and fi = (ja2, b2}.

Since kax=kfxpy=kfipy = ka2 there exists a mapping u such that k = ua. Similarly

kbx = kb2 and hence k = vb for some v. If for two mappings £_i> A and T1+ B we

have that sa = tb, then safipy = saax=saa2 = safi2py and safipz = sabx = tbbx = tbb2

= sab2 = saf2pz. Since FxZ, /»v, pz form a product it follows that safi=saf2. But

fc = Eq (/i,/2). Therefore there exists a unique mapping A such that sa = Xk. Hence

sa = Xua and since a is a monomorphism s = Xu. Similarly t = Xv which proves that

k = af\b. We remark that by the above theorem the category of regular mono-

morphisms into X has finite products.

Definition 10. If />£ Y and X-L, Y then an inverse image of b through/is a

mapping A -ï> X with the property that there exists a mapping c such that the

diagram below is a pull-back diagram.

c
A->B

-> Y
f

Whenever a is an inverse image of b, we write a=f'1ib).

Theorem 3. The inverse image of a regular monomorphism is a regular mono-

morphism. In fact, ifb = Eq («, v) thenf~1ib) = Eq ifiu,fv).

Proof. Let a=/_1(/»). Since b is a monomorphism a is a monomorphism. We

shall prove that a = Eq ifiu,fiv). Clearly afiu = cbu = cbv = afv. Suppose Ais a mapping

such that Xfiu=Xfiv. Since b = Eq (w, v), there exists a mapping p. for which Xfi=pb.

This implies the existence of a unique 6 with the properties X=8a and p=8c.
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It follows that a = Eq (fu,fv).    Q.E.D.

Proposition 14 (a). Suppose a^X, b is a monomorphism with codomain X and

\b\ £ |a|. Then there exists a mapping u such that b = ua.

(b) If b<=,X and a<=X, then b^a if and only if, for every xe X, xeb implies

XE a.

Proof, (a) Since ¡içj there exists/ g such that a = Eq(/g). Since |6|s|a|

there exists a mapping d with the property |è|=«i|a|. Therefore |è/| = |6| |/|

= d\a\ l/l =d\af\ and |Z>g| = |Z>| |g| = a*|a| |g| =d"|ag|. But af=ag and hence

\bf\ = \bg\. By the faithfulness of | | we must have bf=bg and hence there exists

a map a such that b = ua.

(b) We first remark that this proposition is a theorem in Lawvere's system and

hence by the Theorem Schema, for discrete spaces it is also provable from our

axioms. Suppose that for every xe X, if x e b then xea. Then for every x e \X\,

x e \b\ implies x £ \a\. By the above remark we must have |6| S |a| which together

with (a) implies the existence of a map u such that b = ua. The opposite implication

is obvious.

We shall next define "open subspaces" in our system. The notion of open set is

primitive in topology. In order to recapture this notion in our system, we shall

enrich our language by adding to it a new undefined term, namely an individual

constant which we shall denote by o.

Definition 11. E and 1 are respectively the codomain and the domain of the

mapping o.

Assumption 1 was needed in order to define the object 1. With the above defi-

nition, in order to dispense with this assumption, we have to state that 1 is a

terminal object. We include this in the next axiom.

Axiom 8. 1 is a terminal object and E has exactly three endomorphisms.

T is a model of the above axiom because we can interpret £ as a space with two

points o, 1 and three open sets (the empty set and the sets {o} and {o, 1}). Clearly

this space has exactly three endomorphisms, i.e. the identity and the two constant

mappings. We shall interpret o as the open point of this space.

Proposition 15. The object E has two elements.

Proof. Clearly E^O, £# 1 and hence E has at least two elements. It follows from

Proposition 4 that two different elements of E generate different constant endo-

morphisms of E. Also if t is the mapping from E into 1, then txj^E for all x £ E

(otherwise E= 1). This together with the fact that E has only three endomorphisms

implies that E has exactly two elements.   Q.E.D.

By the above proposition, Assumption 2 follows from Axiom 8.

We shall denote by c the element of E different from o(5). In J there is a one-to-

(5) We no longer need a labeling for the elements of 2 since they can be defined ix = \o\

and ¡o = |c|.
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one correspondence between the open subsets of a topological space X and the

mapping X -»• £ namely, for every open subset A of X we consider the mapping

$a(x) = o   if x e A,

= 1    ifx$A.

Clearly the correspondence A—>fA is one-to-one. It is also onto because if

X*+E is a continuous mapping then A=f~\o) is open and fA = f. This shows

that the following definition of "open subspaces" is adequate.

Definition 12. A subspace a of X is called open if there exists a mapping X*^ E

such that a = Eq ifa, Y_>. 1 -i> £). (We remark that if there exists a fa with this

property then fa is unique.)

Clearly the mappings 0 -> X and Z are open subspaces of X and o is an open

subspace of £.

Proposition 16. For every mapping XL*. Y, if b is an open subspace of Y, then

the inverse image of b through f is an open subspace of X.

Proof. Since ¿> is open in Y there exists a mapping fb such that

b = Eqifb, Y—*l-^£).

Let a=fi~1ib) and fa=ffb- Then by Theorem 6,

a = Eq iff,, yX- y~î> 1 -î*£) = Eqifa, Y —■> 1 -^ £)

and hence a is open.    Q.E.D.

Proposition 17. Every monomorphism with discrete codomain D is an open

subspace of D.

Proof. Let a^D. By Proposition 12, a has a characteristic function fa, i.e.

a = Eq ifa, D^ 1 ii> 2). It follows that a = fâ1ih)- But ix = t¿\o) and hence by

Proposition 16 ix and therefore a are open.

We have shown that every mapping is "continuous". We need an axiom which

will guarantee that we have enough "continuous" mappings. Since we may think

of | | as being a forgetful functor built into the system, any mapping |X\ -1> | T|

may be interpreted as a set-mapping. Supposing d is " continuous " with respect to
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A'and Y, ¿/must be the set-mapping of some map XA> Y, i.e. d=\fi\. This can be

formulated as follows:

"Let |A"|-h>. | Y\ be a mapping with the property that whenever b is an open

subspace of T and a is a subspace of X such that rf-1(|è|) = |a|, a is also open.

Then there exists a mapping Xl^. Y such that d=\fi\." It is easy to see that the

above can be rephrased, by using mappings into E instead of open subspaces, as

follows :

Axiom 9. Let | X\ -1> | Y\ be a mapping such that for every map y A* E there

exists a map X±> E for which the diagram below commutes.

E
a A    X¿

X Y

\X\ —d-^\Y\

Then there exists a mapping Xl+ Y such that d= |/|.

We note that such a map is unique.

Definition 13. An indiscrete space A"is an object for which the only maps from

X to E are the constant maps, i.e. X-^. 1 -i> E, X~^. 1 -h* E.

Clearly 1 is an indiscrete space but so far nothing guarantees the existence of

other indiscrete spaces.

Axiom 10. For every discrete space D there exists an indiscrete space D such

that \D\ = D.

We note that the object D is determined up to isomorphism and that the

operation """ is functorial.

We shall denote by J the indiscrete space associated to 2, i.e. 7=2.

Proposition 18. " |    | " is a left adjoint to "'".

Proof. By Axiom 9 for every object X, discrete space D and map \X\J-> D

there exists a unique map Xl\ D such that |/| =/.

Corollary. |    | preserves coproducts and coequalizers.

Proposition 19. If q is the regular coimage off, q* is the regular image of fand

h is the unique mapping such that f=qhq*', then h is a bijection.

Proof. | | preserves regular images and coimages and hence by Proposition 11,

\h\ is an isomorphism. By Proposition 7, n is a bijection.

Corollary. If m is an extremal monomorphism then m is regular.

Proof. By the above proposition m = Xq* where A is an epimorphism. Since m

is extremal, A is an isomorphism and hence m is regular. So the extremal mono-

morphisms coincide with the regular ones.
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Actually, for every subspace a£l we have a map X^J iJ=2) such that

a = Eq ifa, X—+ 1 ii>/). Indeed, the characteristic function of |a| can be lifted to

a mapping X^J with the above property. The correspondence a->fa is onto

and if a^kb then fa¥=fb- Hence we may identify the subspaces of A'with mappings

X-+J. The mappings from X to J have a boolean algebra structure.

Since the open subspaces of X are in a one-to-one correspondence with the

mappings X^- E, we must make sure that we have enough such mappings to

guarantee the properties satisfied by the open subsets of a topological space. For

instance, the intersection of two arbitrary open subsets must be open. By postulating

the existence of some mapping of Ex E into £, the above property can be proved

in the resulting system of axioms.

The following observation motivates our next axiom. Consider the product

ExE, px, p2. In T the interpretation of £x£ is the product space. The open

subsets of this space are: the empty set, the total set,/»r1(o) = {(o, o), (o, 1)}, p2*io)

={(o, o), (1, o)} and the set px\o) n/»¿"1(o)={(o, o)}. Since £x£ must have five

open subspaces, we should have five mappings from £x£ into £. The axioms

stated so far guarantee the existence of only four such mappings, i.e.

Pi o
ExE     * E   and   £x£ —> 1      * £.

P2 c

We need an additional mapping corresponding to the open set px 1(o) n p2 1io)

={(o, o)}. For this reason we add the following axiom.

Axiom 11. The mapping

is an open subspace of ExE.

We denote by AE the map into £ corresponding to <,o,o}, i.e. (0,0} =

Eq(AE, £x£->l-î>£). Clearly |a£| = A.

We define the intersection of the mappings X!> E and Xî!> E by the formula:

i/f /\ ft = <</>, f'/AE. This operation is associative, commutative and f/\f = f.

Hence we have an order relation on the morphisms from X to £, A is the greatest

lower bound operation and thus the mappings from .Y to £ form a category with

products of two objects.

Theorem 4. The intersection of two open subspaces a, b^X is an open subspace

of X. In fact a n b = Eq ifa A f0, X-> 1 ̂ > £) where fa, fb are the maps into E

associated to a, b.

Proof. By hypothesis a = Eq ifa, X±> 1 ̂ > £) and ¿> = Eq if„, X±> 1 -i> £). This

together with Theorem 3 implies a n ¿ = Eq «</ia, fB}, t(o, 0». We must show that

a r\ b is open hence we seek a map X '"'■"% £ such that

a n b = Eq (</w, X—> 1 -^ £).
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Using the fact that <o, o> = Eq (A£, E x £^> 11> E) and the above formula for

a n b it is easy to verify that <l>anb = <i/ia, cbb)> AE = i/>0 a ^& has the required property.

In Jthe interior of a subset A of X is the largest open subset of A'contained in A.

The next axiom asserts the existence of this set.

Axiom 12. For every açl there exists an open subspace a" of X such that:

(i) a°^a,

(ii) for every open subspace b of X such that Z>£a, we have ¿>£a°.

Clearly a0 is determined up to isomorphism. If a is open we may write a° = a.

Consequently (a°)°=a° and Xo = X. To show that "°" is an "interior operation"

it remains to prove that it is distributive with respect to intersection. This is an

immediate consequence of Axiom 12 by which """ is a right adjoint of the forgetful

functor which takes open subspaces into subspaces of X.

Using maps X->J instead of subspaces a£ X and the map E1+. J obtained by

lifting the identity on 2 we can restate Axiom 12 as follows:

Axiom 12'. For each object X, composition of the maps from X to E with e has

a right adjoint.

We denote by <j>0 the map associated to the map X*+ J by this adjoint.

Another way of restating Axiom 12 is by saying that the functor | | from the

maps I^£ into the maps | X\ -> 2 admits a right adjoint.

We recall that every monomorphism m with discrete codomain D has a charac-

teristic function D ^ 2, i.e. m = Eq (<f>m, D^ 1 !}± 2). By the exponentiation axiom

there exists a unique mapping cj>* such that the diagram below commutes.

Dxl -^->D

D*til\ <f>m
Ir                  e

Dx2D->2

We shall use the notation /n* = |i/S*| e \2D\ and we extend this operation for sub-

spaces as X by defining a* = |a|*.

If/is a mapping with discrete domain D and discrete codomain D' and m is a

monomorphism into D' then m*^ =(f~1(m))*.

Definition 14. If D is a discrete space, a mapping |2D| _L* |2D| is called an interior

operation on D if:

(i)I2=I(I2=II);

(ii) D*I=D*\
(iii) for every xe\2D\, xlC\ x=xl;

(iv) for every pair x, y e \2D\, (x n y)l=xl n y I.

Clearly (iii) and (iv) can be restated without using elements as follows:

(iii)' </, |2D|>|AD|=/;and(ivY | AD|/=/x/| AD|.

Theorem 5. For every object X, there exists an interior operation |2D| 1> |2D| such

that D = \X\ and aç x is open if and only ifa*I=(a°)*.
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Proof. It suffices to construct / such that a*I=ia0)*.

Consider the evaluation map D x 2D_î> 2. The map D x \2D\ ]f^ 2 is the evaluation

map for discrete spaces. Consider the map Xx\2D\î%.E associated to \e\ by

Axiom 12. Clearly |e"|c:|e|. Let /denote the unique map such that the diagram

below is commutative.

D x \2D\

We have to show that for every açX we have a*I=ia0)*. Let v be a subspace of

Y such that v*=a*I. Then

S                 Xxa*                     e°                                    o
v = Eq iX-> Xx 1-► Xx \2D\-> E, X-> 1-► £).

For this it suffices to show that x 6 v if and only if <x, a*}e° = o which follows

easily from the definition of v. Hence v is open. Using the above condition for

x e v and the fact that |e°| <= |e| we deduce that x e a. In order to prove that v = a°

it remains to show that a°^v or equivalently that xea" entails <x, a*>e° = o. To

see this consider the map X '"'•a°\ E associated to a" and the characteristic function

|2D| ̂  2 of 1 .£> |2D|. The map X = ifta°> x fa.i)AE, where 21+ £ such that ixi=o,

i0i=c, determines an open set and since a°Sa, it is easy to show that |A|c|e|.

Therefore A<=e0 by adjointness. If xea" then <x, a*>A = <x, a*')ifia<>)xfa.i)hB = o.

Since X<=e°, <x, a*ye° = o and hence xev.

We have proved that to every X there corresponds an interior operation on

D= \X\. Our last axiom says that every interior operation can be obtained in this

way.

Axiom 13. For every discrete space D and every interior operation / on D,

there exists an object Y such that

(i) |*|=A
(ii) for every subspace a of X, a*I=ia0)*.

We remark that the object Y whose existence is stated in the above axiom is

determined by / up to isomorphism. Indeed, if X and Y are two objects corre-

sponding to I, the identity £=|Y| = |T| may be lifted by Axiom 9 to a map

X1+. Y which has an inverse.

If X is an object corresponding to / by the above axiom, then a is an open

subspace of X if and only if a*I=a*.

4. Metatheorems. In this section we show that the elementary system of

axioms which we have constructed, together with one nonelementary axiom form

a characterization of T. The proof is informal but it could be formalized within a

sufficiently strong set theory.
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Our discussion will be restricted to locally small categories, i.e. to categories

with the property that for every pair of objects A and B, the class of mappings

from A to B is a set.

Suppose D is a category satisfying Lawvere's elementary axioms for S. We shall

denote by TD the category whose objects are ordered pairs consisting of an object

D of D and an interior operation(6) I on D and whose morphisms are 5-tuples

<Z>, /;/; D', I") where Dl> D' is a map in D satisfying the continuity conditions

with respect to /, /'. I.e. for every x e 2d' such that x/' = x we have x2//=x2/ or

equivalently I'2iI=I'2!. TD is the category of topological spaces in Lawvere's

system.

Metatheorem 1A. Let C be a category, model of the thirteen axioms. Let D be

the full subcategory of discrete spaces. Then D is a model of Lawvere's axioms for the

category of sets and C is equivalent with TD.

Proof. We define a functor Cl> TD as follows: F(X)=(D,I) where £=1*1

and / is the interior operation on D associated to X by Theorem 5. If XA+ Y is a

map in C and F(X) = (D,I), F(Y) = (D',I'), then F(f) = (D,I; |/|; D',I') is a

map in TD.

To see this, consider j>Ç Tand let x=f~1(y°). Since y° is open in Y, by Proposi-

tion 16, x is open in X and hence x*V = x*. The functor | | preserves inverse

images, so we have |/|"1(|>'°|)=|x| and hence j*/'|2l/l| =(y)*|2l/l| =x*. Therefore

y*I'\2^\I=x*I=x*=y*r\2ifl\. This equality holds for all y* e2D' and hence

/'2i/i/=/'2i/i! i.e. F(f) e TD. Clearly F:C^TD is a functor. We shall now define

a functor G: TD-+C. For this consider (D, I) e TD and let X be the object assigned

by Axiom 13 to the pair (D,I). (X is uniquely determined up to isomorphism.)

We define G(D, I) = X. If D±+ D' is a morphism in TD from (D, I) into (D', I')

and X= G(D, I), Y= G(D', V), then d satisfies the condition in Axiom 9 with

respect to X and Y. In order to prove this we first note that \X\ = D, \Y\ = D'.

Furthermore, if v is an open subspace of T, then clearly v*I' = v*. Suppose m is a

subspace of Zsuch that </_1(|i;|)=|m|. Then, since de TD, we have t;*|2'i|/=t)*|2<i|

= u* and hence m*/=i;*|2'!|/2 = *;*|2<¡| =«*. This implies that u is open in X.

According to Axiom 9 there exists a (unique) mapping Xl^. Y such that |/| =d.

Let G(d) =/. Clearly G is a functor. Furthermore, F° G and G ° F are naturally

equivalent to the identities on TD and C respectively. Indeed if X= G(D, T), then

for every x£ X we have x*I= (x°)*, and hence F(X)=(D, I). Therefore F o G(D, I)

= (D, I) for all (D, I), and FoG = TD. Now suppose (D, I) = F(X). Clearly for all

x^X, we have x*I=(x0)*. Let G(D, I)= Y. Then \Y\ = D and y*I=(y°)*. Since

both X and Y= G ° F(X) satisfy Axiom 13 with respect to the pair (D, I), we must

have G ° F(X)/=X and this isomorphism is natural. Therefore, F: C-> TD is an

equivalence of categories.

(6) The notion of interior operation makes sense in any category D model of Lawvere's

axioms.
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We have proved that from a model C of the thirteen axioms we obtain a model D

of Lawvere's axioms and the topological spaces over D form a category TD

equivalent to C. The natural question which arises now is whether starting with a

model D of Lawvere's axioms, the category TD of topological spaces over D is a

model of the thirteen axioms. This is indeed true but the proof is in part tedious

as in the case of proving the existence of products which involves the construction

of an interior operation on the product set by using interior operations on the

factors. This only shows that it is better to assume such basic properties from the

beginning. The remaining part of the next metatheorem is immediate.

Metatheorem IB. Let L be a model of Lawvere's axioms. Then Tr. is a model of

the thirteen axioms. If D is the full subcategory of discrete spaces of Tl then L is

isomorphic with D.

We emphasize the fact that in the Metatheorem 1 only elementary axioms were

involved and no set-theoretical requirement was needed. In principle one could

develop topology by starting from these purely categorical axioms.

Metatheorem 2. Let D be any locally small category, model of Lawvere's axioms.

If D is complete then TD is equivalent to T.

Proof. By Lawvere's metatheorem D is equivalent to the category of sets and

the functor which sets up this equivalence is H1 : D -> S where £1(£) = hom (1, D)

={x | x e D}. Since an equivalence preserves exponentiation, for any object D of

D, H\2D)^2Hiw\ If (£, £) is an object of TD then H\I) determines an interior

operation on H\D) since all the equations involved are preserved. This defines a

topology on £1(£). Let £(£, /) be this topological space. Then £ is functorial.

The fact that H1 is an equivalence implies that also £ is an equivalence.

Corollary. Let C be a complete locally small category, model of the thirteen

axioms. Then C is equivalent to T.

Proof. By the first metatheorem C is equivalent to TD. Since C is complete and

the functor | | is limit and colimit preserving, D is complete. By the Theorem

Schema D is also a model of Lawvere's axioms. Hence, according to the second

metatheorem TD is equivalent to T.

Thus the three constructions of the topological category, i.e. the traditional

construction, the translation of this construction in Lawvere's system and our

axiomatization lead essentially to the same thing.

In this last part of the paper we investigate what can be obtained by using the

first 12 axioms. The following metatheorem indicates this as well as a different

condition for equivalence.

Metatheorem 3. Let C be a complete locally small category, model of the first

twelve axioms. Then there exists a full imbedding Cl+T. If D is the full discrete
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subcategory of C and DT is the category of discrete topological spaces then the re-

striction of F on D is an equivalence between D and DT. Furthermore F preserves the

object E as well as the indiscrete spaces. If Fis limit preserving then Fis an equivalence.

Proof. If C is an object of C and a^C we consider Ka={x e C | x ea}. Then

r = {Va\a^C, a° = a} defines a topology on H\C) = {x | xe C}. Let £(C) =

iH\C), r). If C1+ C then /£(/) is continuous and if £(/) = H\f), £ is a functor.

Since H1 is faithful, so is £. £ is also full. To see this suppose £(C)-^> £(C) is a

map in T. Then H\C)1+ H\C) determines a map H\\C\)J!+ ££(|C'|) because

tc, tc- are bijections. Since H1: D^S is an equivalence H1 is full, i.e. p = H\d)

with |C| -í> |C'|. It can be shown that d satisfies the condition in Axiom 9 and

hence there is a mapping C£> C such that |/| =d. It is easy to see that £(/) = A.

Hence £ is a full imbedding. To end the proof we only need to show that if £ is

limit preserving then £ is representative, i.e. for every topological space X there

exists an object A of C with the property that FiA) s X. For this we use the

following proposition, noticed by S. Baron, which follows easily from the imbedding

lemma [6]:

"Every topological space can be imbedded in a product of copies of the in-

discrete space with two points and the topological space with two points and

three open subsets."

Clearly £(£) is a space with two points and three open subsets and £(/) is an

indiscrete space with two points. If Y is a topological space then there exists an

imbedding X -> \~1aea %x where XA is £(£) or £(/) for all A e A. Since £ preserves

products I~[aea ^a = F(Yl\eA £0 where £A is E or J depending on whether XÁ is

£(£) or £(J).

The proof will be completed once we show that for every subspace I of a

topological space £(C), there exists a subspace a of C such that X is the image of

£(a) in £(C).

FiA)

Il ci \F(a)

+       \
X Ç £(C)

This follows from the fact that every subset of HxiC) determines a subset of

H\\C\) which in turn is determined by a monomorphism into |C|. Clearly to

every such monomorphism there corresponds a subspace a of C which has the

required property.
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